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Abstract

In CT colonography (CTC), orally administered positive-contrast fecal-tagging agents can cause 

artificial elevation of the observed radiodensity of adjacent soft tissue. Such pseudo-enhancement 

makes it challenging to differentiate polyps and folds reliably from tagged materials, and it is also 

present in dual-energy CTC (DE-CTC). We developed a method that corrects for pseudo-

enhancement on DE-CTC images without distorting the dual-energy information contained in the 

data. A pilot study was performed to evaluate the effect of the method visually and quantitatively 

by use of clinical non-cathartic low-dose DE-CTC data from 10 patients including 13 polyps 

covered partially or completely by iodine-based fecal tagging. The results indicate that the 

proposed method can be used to reduce the pseudo-enhancement distortion of DE-CTC images 

without losing material-specific dual-energy information. The method has potential application in 

improving the accuracy of automated image-processing applications, such as computer-aided 

detection and virtual bowel cleansing in CTC.
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1 Introduction

Computed tomographic colonography (CTC) uses orally administered positive-contrast 

fecal-tagging agents for opacifying residual fluid and feces on CTC images. The expectation 

is that, because fecal-tagged fluid and feces should have high CT values of >100 Hounsfield 

units (HU) on CTC images, they can be differentiated reliably from the CT values of soft-

tissue lesions (approximately 0 – 100 HU). However, if the fecal-tagging agent has high 

radiodensity (>300 HU), it tends to cause artificial local elevation of the CT values of 

adjacent soft-tissue lesions and haustral folds. This makes reliable visualization and 

automated detection of lesions challenging, because CT values of >100 HU may now 

indicate both lesions and tagged fecal materials [1].
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Previously, an automated image-based pseudo-enhancement correction (PEC) method was 

developed for single-energy CTC [1]. Studies have shown that the application of PEC can 

improve the performance of automated polyp detection [2] and electronic cleansing [3]. 

Later approaches have included a scale-based scatter correction method [4] and a non-linear 

correction method [5].

Recently, dual-energy CTC (DE-CTC) has been used to improve the accuracy of image-

processing applications over conventional single-energy CTC, because it can provide 

quantitative material-specific measurements for differentiating fecal tagging and partial-

volume artifacts from soft-tissue lesions more precisely than does single-energy CTC which 

only provides intensity information [6,7]. However, pseudo-enhancement is still present on 

dual-energy CTC (DE-CTC) images, which are typically acquired at 140 kVp and 80 kVp 

energy levels. This can degrade the ability of DE-CTC to differentiate reliably between 

materials.

The PEC methods of single-energy CTC cannot be applied directly to DE-CTC images, 

because this would distort the dual-energy information (Fig. 1). Therefore, in this study, we 

developed an information-preserving method for performing PEC on DE-CTC images. A 

preliminary evaluation of the method was performed by use of clinical non-cathartic low-

dose DE-CTC cases.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

Ten patients were prepared for a non-cathartic CTC examination by oral ingestion of 50 ml 

of iodinated contrast agent (Gastrografin, Therapex, Canada) on the day before and two 

hours prior to CT acquisitions by a dual-energy CT scanner (SOMATOM Definition Flash, 

Siemens Healthcare, Germany). The CT acquisitions were performed in supine and prone 

positions at 15 mA for the 140 kVp scan and at 40 mA for the 80 kVp scan. The average CT 

dose index by volume was 0.95 mGy and the effective dose was 0.75 mSv per CT scan 

volume. The dual-energy images were constructed by use of a sinogram-affirmed iterative 

image reconstruction (SAFIRE) algorithm [8, 9] at 0.6 – 1.0 mm reconstruction intervals. 

The locations of 13 clinically significant polyps (≥6 mm in largest diameter) that were 

confirmed by same-day colonoscopy were correlated with the CTC images by a radiologist 

with extensive experience on interpreting CT colonography (>1000 cases read).

2.2 Pseudo-Enhancement Correction (PEC1) for Single-Energy CTC

Because the dual-energy PEC method is based in part upon a single-energy PEC method, we 

will briefly discuss the basic idea of the latter. In the remainder of this text, we will denote 

this single-energy method as PEC1 and its dual-energy version as PEC2.

In the PEC1-method [1], pseudo-enhancement is modeled as a process of iterative 

enhancement that radiates three-dimensionally from voxels with high CT value into their 

surrounding voxels, thereby causing increment in the observed CT values of the surrounding 

voxels. More precisely, if vp denotes the correct CT value at voxel p, and ṽp denotes the 

observed pseudo-enhanced CT value, the observed CT value is modeled as
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(1)

where δp denotes the effect of pseudo-enhancement at p. The value of δp is estimated by use 

of an iterative algorithm. First, we assume that each voxel with a high CT value distributes 

some amount of initial pseudo-enhancement energy to its adjacent voxels. At a voxel q, the 

initial pseudo-enhancement energy is approximated as eq = max{0, ṽq − τq}, where τq is a 

parameter threshold for the smallest CT value that is considered to cause pseudo-

enhancement.

At the first iteration, eq is distributed to the surrounding voxels according to a 3-D Gaussian 

field function. Each affected voxel receives some pseudo-enhancement energy from its 

surrounding voxels. Let r0(p) denote the total pseudo-enhancement energy received by voxel 

p at the first iteration.

At subsequent iterations, the pseudo-enhancement energy that was received by voxel p at the 

previous iteration is redistributed to the surrounding voxels (Fig. 2(a)). Simultaneously, the 

total pseudo-enhancement energy that has been received by p is being accumulated at p. Let 

ri(p) denote the pseudo-enhancement energy that was received by p at ith iteration.

The iterations continue, until the distributable pseudo-enhancement energy becomes 

negligible, i.e. when the effect of the largest pseudo-enhancement energy received by a 

voxel drops to less than 1 HU. The iterations converge, because the total distributed pseudo-

enhancement energy is reduced at each iteration. From Eq. (1), the pseudo-enhancement 

correction for a voxel p is calculated as

(2)

where m is the number of completed iterations. After the application of Eq. (2), pseudo-

enhanced soft-tissue lesions can be seen in a soft-tissue display window (Fig. 2(b)).

The method was calibrated by use of an anthropomorphic phantom that was filled partially 

with three radio-densities of diluted iodine corresponding to observed CT values of 300 HU, 

600 HU, and 900 HU. The CT acquisitions were performed at 140 kVp tube voltage and 50 

mA current with an eight-channel CT scanner (LightSpeed Plus, GE Medical Systems, 

Milwaukee, WI, USA) using a 2.5-mm collimation and 1.8-mm reconstruction interval. The 

calibration involved the optimization of two parameter functions that provide the radius of 

the Gaussian distribution field as a function of eq and ri, respectively. The objective function 

was the observed difference of CT values in the three partially filled phantoms in 

comparison with an empty phantom [1].

2.3 Information-Preserving Pseudo-Enhancement Correction (PEC2) for DE-CTC

To perform dual-energy PEC, first we use the PEC1 method of Sect. 2.2 to correct the 140 

kVp image of the dual-energy image pair independently from the 80 kVp image. Next, we 

correct the 80 kVp image according to
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(3)

where v80 is the corrected CT value, v140 and ṽ140 are the PEC1-corrected and uncorrected 

CT values of the 140 kVp image, respectively, and ṽ80 is the uncorrected CT value of the 80 

kVp image.

It is easy to see that Eq. (3) preserves the dual-energy image information. For the dual-

energy ratio (DER) feature, from Eq. (3) we have

(4)

The dual-energy index (DEI) feature is calculated as [10]

(5)

From Eq. (3), we have

(6)

Thus, to preserve the value of DEI after the correction, it would be necessary to adjust the 

constant 2000 in the denominator relative to the correction of the 140 kVp image at each 

point.

2.4 Evaluation Methods

For a pilot study, we evaluated the PEC2-method both visually and quantitatively by use of 

the 20 DE-CTC scan pairs (see Sect. 2.1). For visual evaluation, we calculated water-iodine 

basis decomposition images and virtual monochromatic images (VMIs) [11] from 

uncorrected and PEC2-corrected 140 kVp and 80 kVp energy images. For quantitative 

evaluation, we calculated the mean CT values of polyps covered partially or completely by 

fecal tagging in 100 keV and 120 keV VMIs without and with the application of PEC2. The 

CT values of each polyp were sampled from the center voxel and its 6-neighborhood voxels.

To calculate VMIs, we solved the material fractions from [11]

(7)

where μ1 and μ2 are the observed linear attenuation coefficient values, M1 and M2 are the 

material fractions, ρ1 and ρ2 are the material densities, and  and  are the mass attenuation 
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coefficients at an average energy E. After solving of the material fractions, the VMI is 

calculated by reapplication of Eq. (7) at the desired monochromatic energy E.

3 Results

Figures 3(a) and (b) show an example of the water-iodine basis image decomposition with 

pseudo-enhancement correction by the PEC2 method for the same region as that of Fig. 1. 

The presence of iodine (tagging agent) is now indicated correctly by the iodine image (Fig. 

3(b)). Figure 3(c) shows the corresponding VMI calculated at 120 keV.

Figure 4 demonstrates the effect of the adjustment term  of Eq. (6). The use of original 

DEI of Eq. (5) yields differences between DEI images calculated from the uncorrected and 

PEC2-corrected dual-energy images (Fig. 4(a)), whereas the use of adjusted DEI of Eq. (6) 

yields identical values (Fig. 4(b)).

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the CT values within polyps sampled from VMIs calculated 

at 100 keV and 120 keV energies from the uncorrected and PEC2-corrected dual-energy 

images. Each point represents the CT value of a voxel within a polyp. The measurements 

indicate that the PEC2 method is able to reduce pseudo-enhancement of the CT values of 

polyps without affecting the CT values of polyps that are not pseudo-enhanced.

Table 1 shows measurements of the average CT value of polyps in VMIs before and after 

the application of the PEC2 method. As expected, the correction is largest for small polyps 

and for those covered by fecal tagging. Because of the small number of samples (n), we did 

not estimate statistical significance.

4 Discussion

Pseudo-enhancement is considered to originate largely from the combined effect of x-ray 

scattering, beam hardening, and their inappropriate correction by commercial CT scanners 

[12]. Although the proprietary algorithms of CT scanners are probably attempting to correct 

for conventional beam-hardening effects, they have not been designed to correct for the 

variable presence of fecal-tagging contrast agents in CTC [1,13].

Previously, the use of retrospective image-based pseudo-enhancement correction methods 

was shown to reduce pseudo-enhancement and to improve the performance of automated 

image-processing methods in single-energy CTC. The preliminary results of this study 

indicate potentially similar benefits in DE-CTC by the application of the proposed PEC2 

method. The method was shown to preserve material-specific information in terms of two 

key features that are used commonly in image-based material-specific analyses: the DER 

and DEI features.

On VMIs that were reconstructed by use of PEC2-corrected images, the results indicate 

similar trends than those observed previously in the correction of single-energy CTC 

images. The PEC does not affect the CT values of polyps that were not affected by pseudo-

enhancement, but it does reduce the observed CT values of pseudo-enhanced polyps. The 

correction becomes larger as the effect of pseudo-enhancement increases (Fig. 5). The 
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quantitative measurement results showed that the correction is largest for polyps submerged 

in fecal tagging and for small polyps, and that after the correction the average CT values of 

polyps are within the expected soft-tissue range (Table 1).

Recent efforts to reduce the theoretical risks of medical radiation have resulted in efforts to 

minimize radiation dose in CTC examinations [14]. The iterative SAFIRE algorithm that we 

used in this study enables the use of low effective CT dose without compromising diagnostic 

image quality. However, the algorithm does not completely compensate for pseudo-

enhancement which can be seen especially at the 80 kVp energy CT images. The proposed 

PEC2-method can be used to reduce such artifacts.

The DE-CTC data of this study were acquired by use of a non-cathartic CTC protocol. 

Bowel preparation has been identified as one of the major obstacles to colorectal screening. 

The use of non-cathartic or completely laxative-free [15–17] bowel preparation could 

provide substantial increment in patient adherence to colorectal screening guidelines [18].

This study had several limitations. First, the PEC2-method is based on a single-energy 

PEC1-method that was optimized for a different CT scanner by a different manufacturer 

than that used in our study. Previous studies have shown great variability when CT data are 

compared between different brands and models of scanners [19,20]. Therefore, a more 

accurate pseudo-enhancement correction can be expected if the method was optimized for 

the particular CT scanner and acquisition parameters used in a study. Second, the number of 

samples was small. Third, we did not perform a phantom study, where the exact CT values 

of target materials would be known. Nevertheless, the quantitative experiments indicate that 

the proposed PEC2 method can indeed be used to restore the expected soft-tissue CT values 

of pseudo-enhanced polyps on DE-CTC images without distorting the dual-energy 

information.

5 Conclusion

We developed a pseudo-enhancement correction method for dual-energy CT colonography. 

Preliminary evaluation indicates that the method is able to reduce pseudo-enhancement in 

dual-energy data while preserving the material-specific information of dual-energy images. 

The method has potential to improve the accuracy of material-specific analysis and 

automated image processing of dual-energy CTC images.
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Fig. 1. 
(a) An example of a 140 kVp and 80 kVp energy image pair. (b) The corresponding water-

iodine basis material decomposition. (c) After performing a single-energy pseudo-

enhancement correction independently on each energy image, the subsequent basis material 

decomposition indicates the presence of iodine incorrectly.
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Fig. 2. 
Illustration of the calculation of pseudo-enhancement correction. (a) A 2-D cut-plane view 

of the pseudo-enhancement correction field after 1, 10, and 20 iterations. (b) The 

corresponding corrected image shows how the CT values of two pseudo-enhanced polyps 

covered by tagged fluid are gradually corrected by the method.
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Fig. 3. 
(a) Water and (b) iodine basis decomposition images calculated from the PEC2-corrected 

140 kVp and 80 kVp input images. (c) VMI of the region at 120 keV.
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Fig. 4. 
Difference images of the DEI-feature calculated from the uncorrected and PEC2-corrected 

dual-energy images. White color indicates identical value, i.e., no difference. (a) Original 

DEI (Eq. (5)) indicates some differences. (b) Adjusted DEI (Eq. (6)) yields identical values 

(white color) with the original data.
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Fig. 5. 
Comparison of the CT values of VMIs calculated from uncorrected (x-axis) and PEC2-

corrected (y-axis) dual-energy images, respectively, (a) at 100 keV and (b) at 120 keV.
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Table 1

Measurements of the average CT values of polyps (in HU) on VMIs without and with the application of the 

PEC2 method.

E = 120 keV n Uncorrected PEC2 Change

Small (6 – 9 mm) 3 72 47 −25

Large (≥10 mm) 10 70 62 −8

Partially covered 3 27 24 −3

Submerged 6 93 76 −17

E = 100 keV n Uncorrected PEC2 Change

Small (6 – 9 mm) 3 57 33 −24

Large (≥10 mm) 10 76 68 −8

Partially covered 3 20 16 −4

Submerged 6 103 86 −17
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